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Abstract. Integrating, cleaning and analyzing data from heterogeneous sources
is often complicated by the large amounts of data and its physical distribution
which can result in poor query response time. One approach to speed up the processing is to reduce the cardinality of results – either by querying only the first
tuples or by obtaining a sample for further processing. In this paper we address
the processing of such queries in a multidatabase environment. We discuss implementations of the query operators, strategies for their placement in a query plan
and particularly the usage of histograms for estimating attribute value distributions and result cardinalities in order to parameterize the operators.
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1 Introduction
In a large number of application areas integration of data from heterogeneous sources is
required, e.g., for building federated information systems or data warehouses. Besides
integration of data there is often also a need for cleaning and analyzing the data in order
to obtain qualitatively appropriate results.
By means of multidatabase languages (e.g MSQL [GLRS93], SchemaSQL [LSS96],
F RAQL [SCS00]) we have the tools at hand which are needed for querying across diverse data sources. Querying using multiple data sources usually produces complete
result sets. This requires processing large amounts of data and, thus, results in very
poor query response time taking the physical distribution of the data into account.
In data analysis applications such as OLAP, data mining or information fusion we
often want to get the ‘first’ results quickly, e.g., in order to find interesting regions in
data or to parameterize the methods and tools. Another example is the case of identifying conflicting values for semantically related attributes stored in different databases.
One does not want to obtain all conflicting pairs of values because there might be too
many of them for manual inspection. Instead, a certain number of conflicting pairs
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given as examples can help to understand the basic problem (e.g. different scaling of
values in the different data sources). Then, adding a corresponding conflict reconciliation function to the multidatabase query used for detecting this conflict should show
whether there are no further conflicts (i.e., the reconciliation function is working for all
data) or whether we have to modify the reconciliation function in order to capture more
conflicts.
Thus, if multidatabase features are combined with techniques for reducing query
response time by limiting result cardinalities, more explorative and interactive data integration and analysis will be possible. Unfortunately, all multidatabase languages so
far proposed do not allow requests for a specified number of resulting tuples as examples instead of the complete result set. Therefore, we are seeking suitable extensions of
multidatabase languages leading to efficient retrieval of example data. In this paper we
will explore two ways of getting such example data:
1. asking for the first n results of an integrating multidatabase query and
2. asking for a sample containing n tuples of the complete result (or for a certain
percentage of resulting tuples).
These two possibilities have already been considered in other contexts. For instance
asking for the first n (or the best n) results is typical for information retrieval. Much of
the work regarding this subject proposes optimization for evaluating such queries (cf.
e.g. [CK97,TGO99]). In contrast to these approaches we have to deal with the problem
that in a multidatabase environment there are usually legacy systems acting as local data
sources.
These local systems may have their own query processing and optimization engine
(in particular, if they are database management systems). If such a system offers the
possibility to retrieve the first n tuples or a sample of a result, we obviously should try
to use this possibility instead of transferring the complete result set for a query to the
multidatabase system and computing the first n tuples or the sample there.
Another aspect that we give detailed consideration to in this paper is the case that
statistical data (histograms) about the data stored in a local source is available and can
be accessed by the multidatabase system. In this case we develop a global query optimization taking this meta-data into account – focusing on the processing of ‘first n’ and
‘sample’ queries.
Our work is based on the object-relational multidatabase language F RAQL [SCS00]
which in particular allows the dynamic addition of user-defined conflict reconciliation
functions. For this language a query engine has been implemented which is able to
access heterogeneous database systems by means of specific database adapters. In our
current prototype environment we are using native adapters for Oracle and MySQL
and access other data sources via ODBC. So, the main contribution of this paper is the
application of histogram-based techniques for optimization and processing of ‘first n’
and ‘sample’ queries under the special circumstances of a multidatabase system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we briefly
present related work. Section 3 gives an overview of basic techniques for limiting result
cardinalities and sampling described in the related literature and discusses their suitability in multidatabases. In Section 4 we describe the usage of histograms for estimating

query parameters such as intermediate result sizes and attribute value distributions in the
F RAQL system, which are essential for optimizing and processing first-n and sample-n
queries. Some evaluation results for our approach are presented in Section 5. Finally,
we conclude by summarizing the main insights and by pointing out future work.

2 Related Work
Statistical methods have been used in central database systems for twenty years, predominantly in the area of the query optimization and query result size estimation. Recently, strongly associated to data warehouse techniques, several works on this matter
investigate how to limit the query results and how to provide approximate answers to
user queries. An overview of these data reduction methods is given in [BDF+ 97].
[CK97,CK98] discuss an approach to restrict the result set by allowing the user to
specify the desired result set size. This is accomplished by the SQL extension STOP
AFTER. The intermediate results are limited by placing a stop node in the query tree.
The authors propose two optimization strategies, namely a conservative and an aggressive. In addition they recommend a restart node in cases in which the original stop
node did not produce the desired result size. Several commercial database management
systems provide a similar technique to compute the top- n results.
Sampling is another technique for data reduction. The authors of [OR86] and [Olk93]
describe different kinds of uniform random sampling techniques in a DBMS, because
the integration of sampling in a database system can increase the performance of the
sample computation. They discuss several techniques for uniform random sampling
from base relations or the output of relational operators.
In [CMN99] and [AGPR99] the join sampling problem is pointed out as an example
of the problem of commuting the sample operator with relational operators. [AGPR99]
uses precomputed join samples, so-called join synopses, to provide approximate answers for join aggregation queries. These synopses are well suited for star or snowflake
schemas which are usual in the data warehouse area. This approach is implemented
in the AQUA system [AGP99], which works on top of any commercial DBMS and
stores its precomputed statistical data in relations within the DBMS. For providing fast
approximate answers for user queries, the system rewrites the query using the AQUA
relations instead of the base relations and scales the aggregated query in the desired
manner.
Using precomputed histograms for determining approximate answers is yet another
possibility to reduce the query result size and to achieve short query response times.
This technique is among others described in [PGI99]. The authors claim that it is possible to execute non-aggregate and aggregate queries using this method. Thereby the
queries are rewritten using the histograms instead of the base relations.
An interactive and iterative way to provide approximate answers for aggregated
queries, called online-aggregation, is described in [HHW97]. Here the user starts with
a relative imprecise answer provided by a first small random sample of the data. This
initial value will be improved during the processing. The user can observe online the
value changes and the error bounds in order to decide when the exactness of the answer
is sufficient for his needs.

3 Result Cardinality Limitation in Query Processing
As discussed in the previous section there are several approaches to limit the result size
of a query in order to improve the response time of query evaluation. In the following we
will focus on two approaches which are implemented as part of the multidatabase system F RAQL query processor [SCS00]: LIMIT FIRST and LIMIT SAMPLE. Both
are extensions to the standard SQL SELECT statement:
SELECT <projection list>
FROM <table expression>
[ WHERE <condition> ]
[ ORDER BY <order spec> ]
LIMIT FIRST|SAMPLE <value expr> [PERCENT]

The parameter <value expr> can be any expression which represents a positive
integer value including zero. Thus it can be a constant, a functional expression or a
sub-query that is not correlated with the main query. If the keyword PERCENT is given,
<value expr> denotes the percentage of the desired result size.
3.1 First n Tuples
With LIMIT FIRST at most <value expr> tuples are retrieved from the result set,
if they exist. Please note that grouping and ordering have higher priority than cardinality
reduction, so these operations are performed before any kind of limitation. Conversely,
projection as well as aggregations have lower priority, i.e., the query
SELECT avg(balance)
FROM Accounts
ORDER BY balance
LIMIT FIRST 10 PERCENT

computes the average of the top 10% of the account balances.
Obviously, the cardinality limitation could be performed on top of the database engine in the application by closing the database cursor when the limit is reached. However, the performance benefits would be rather low. Thus, a special query operator is
required which can be placed in the query execution plan and ‘cuts’ the tuple stream
after the desired cardinality. Following the operator introduced in [CK97], we added an
operator stop to our query engine, which implements the iterator model [Gra93] and
passes a given number of tuples from the input stream. At physical level the stop operator has several implementations: a simple pipelined scan-stop operation for unordered
limitations and a blocking sort-stop operation, that collects the top or bottom n tuples
from the input stream in a sorted heap and produces the result set after processing the
whole input.
In order to minimize the costs for query execution the stop operator should placed
low in the operator graph. In [CK97] two placement strategies are discussed. With the
conservative policy, the stop operator is inserted at a point in the query plan where
no tuple is discarded that might be part of the final result. Let Opi be an operator of
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a plan P
Op1 Op2 : : : Opi 1 Opi : : : Opr with Opr as root operator and
Op
the cardinality of the result produced by Op, then Opi is cardinality-preserving if the
following condition holds:

card(Opi )  card(Opi 1 )
The aggressive approach tries to place the stop operator earlier in the plan, i.e.,
even where it could provide a cardinality reduction. This requires estimating the stop
cardinality by using database statistics as well as a restart operator which ensures that
the desired number of tuples is produced even if the estimated stop cardinality was too
low. In this case, the sub-query below the restart operator has to recompute the missing
tuples.
The scenario which we support with our F RAQL system contains some special characteristics. At first, we operate in a multidatabase environment, i.e., parts of the query
are performed by the local component databases which are often full-fledged DBMS.
Thus, we want to exploit the ability of the sources to limit the result cardinality in order to reduce the communication costs and the query evaluation effort at global level.
Restarting a query could be very expensive, so a safe estimation of the cardinality limit
is needed. The second specialty of our scenario is a relaxed requirement regarding the
exactness of the cardinality limitation. For supporting explorative data analysis tasks it
is more important to get results meeting a given criterion very quickly. In addition, if a
percental limit was specified, a small discrepancy is often tolerable. Thus, we embark
on a strategy for placing the stop operator in the query plan, which is enforced by the
following rules:
1. The main goal is to insert stop operators as deep as possible in the query execution tree according to the query’s semantics and the capabilities of the component
databases.
2. A safe placement is possible if the subsequent operators are cardinality-preserving
and contain no sorting (cf. the conservative policy mentioned above). In this case
the limit parameter need not be modified.
3. If the query contains a sort operator which cannot be performed by the component
databases, this operator is replaced by a sort-stop operator.
4. If the remaining operators are not cardinality-preserving an unsafe placement can
be performed, i.e. the limit parameter has to be recomputed.
5. For unsafe placement an additional stop operator has to be inserted near the root of
the global plan respecting the higher priority of grouping operators.
6. For a join operation the stop operator is inserted only in one of the branches, either
according to the safe placement policy, i.e., in the branch, for which the join predicate is cardinality-preserving, or – if no advantage can be taken from referential
integrity constraints – in an unsafe manner by choosing the branch where it effects
the largest decrease of costs.
A plan for a query containing a LIMIT FIRST clause is constructed as follows: after
substituting global view definitions, performing the usual transformations (e.g., standardization, simplification [JK84]) and decomposing the query into sub-queries processable by the sources, the optimizer seeks to insert a stop operator according to the

rules given above at the root of the sub-query. If the global remaining operations are
not cardinality-preserving, the limit parameter has to be adjusted by estimating the cardinality of the sub-query, which is computed from the selectivity of the operations and
Pall
the histograms of the base relations as well as the intermediate results. Let
be the estimated result size without limitations and n the limit specified in the LIMIT
FIRST query. So, the proper cardinality limit for the stop operator above operator Opi
is as follows:

card( )

Lstop =

card(Opi )  n
card(Pall )

(1)

An additional stop operator is placed at the root of the global plan just to ensure that
not too many tuples are produced. In case of a LIMIT FIRST : : : PERCENT clause
the unlimited result size is estimated from the histograms and the percentage needed for
parameterizing the stop operator is computed.
3.2 Random Sampling
By using the notation LIMIT SAMPLE <value expr> [PERCENT] the system
generates a simple uniform sample of size n of the query result. An efficient computation requires a sample operator, as described in [Olk93], being applied as low as
possible in the query plan.
As we are in a multi database environment, there are several constraints, which have
to be considered. Our system uses virtual integrated relations, so there are no indexes
or complete statistics available. Furthermore an efficient random access is not possible.
But on the other hand, the different sources can have different features, which have to
be exploited. The histogram capabilities of the FRAQL system have to be taken into
account for optimizing sampling queries.
Because of missing random access to the data, sequential sampling algorithms have
to be utilized. There are two types of scenarios: known and unknown relation sizes. In
the first case, algorithms as described in [Vit87] can be used, which have the advantage of not blocking. In the second case sampling with reservoir [Li94] is necessary.
These algorithms do not need the relation size, but provide the first tuples only after the
complete scan of the relation.
After the description of our environment and constraints, we now want to show
which approaches can be adapted to our scenario. The crucial point is sampling of join
and union operations.
Several approaches of random join sampling exists in literature. The objective of
such strategies is to push down the sampling operator on one side of the operator tree
since it is not possible to use sampling on both relations [CMN99]. Possible strategies
are:
– Naive sampling includes a first complete computation of the join of R and T followed by the application of the sample operator.
– The second strategy is proposed in [Olk93] and includes the following steps. Consider the computation of a join of R and T . First sample uniform randomly one

tuple from R and join it with T and getting the result V . Select randomly one tuple from V and accept it with the probability proportional to the cardinality of V .
These steps are repeated until the required sample size n is obtained.
– In [CMN99] further join sample strategies were proposed, which only require statistics or partial statistics on one relation. Group-sample is one strategy of these and
consists of following steps for the join of the relations R and T :
1. First produce a weighted WR-sample of relation R of the size n. The weight
! t for a tuple t is the number of distinct tuple with value v in join attribute
t:A. This sample is denoted by S1 .
2. Join S1 with T and group the join after the tuples of S1 . The result is S2 .
3. The last step consists of picking out one tuple from each group of S2 using a
unweighted random sample algorithm.
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With the above constraints, the sampling approach according to [Olk93] cannot be applied in our environment because it requires an index as well as full statistics. However,
the naive sampling algorithm or group-sample is possible. To support the latter strategy
the F RAQL system supports a histogram scheme, the application of which is described
in section 4.
There are different approaches to obtain samples of the union operation. These techniques require indexes and statistics and from there a materialization. So they cannot be
used in our scenario.

4 Using Histograms
In relational database systems, information about cardinalities of the relations and the
distributions of attribute values is essential for calculating the costs of query execution
plans. Thus, modern systems maintain statistical information mostly in the form of
histograms which are particularly well suited to the representation of approximations of
non-parametric distributions. Using this information the query optimizer is capable of
estimating selectivities of operators and cardinalities of result sets. A histogram consists
of a set of buckets representing a subset of values of an attribute. Each bucket contains
the number of tuples having the value associated with the bucket. In the following we
denote the number of buckets as B and the number of tuples in the i-th bucket as
bucket i for i
: : : B.
There are various classes of histograms used in database systems nowadays. In equiwidth histograms the size of the range of values in each bucket is the same, whereas in
equi-height histograms the frequencies of the attribute values contained in each bucket
are equal. Typically, equi-height histograms are used in database systems because of the
lower worst case error [PSC84]. In [IP95] serial and end-biased histograms are proposed
as optimal solution in many cases, but they are currently not very common. However,
using histograms in a heterogeneous database environment entails several difficulties:
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– the representation of histograms in system catalogs differs for the various available
database systems,
– the availability and efficient access to histograms are crucial factors for processing
global queries,

– there are data sources which do not maintain histograms or for which histograms
cannot be calculated due to limited query capabilities.
Thus, for our F RAQL system we have chosen an approach for histogram maintenance
where histograms of global visible relations, i.e., the integrated relations, are kept in
the global layer of the multidatabase. When a relation is ‘imported’ from a source,
i.e., a global virtual view is defined in F RAQL on this relation, the histograms for this
relations are retrieved. The adapters for the individual database systems participating
on the multidatabase are responsible for a uniform access to the system-specific histograms. So, each adapter provides a method for obtaining a histogram which can be
implemented in one of the following ways:
– get the histogram directly from the database catalog of the source,
– trigger the computation of the histogram in the source (e.g., ‘compute statistics’ in
Oracle),
– compute the histogram in the adapter itself,
– construct a trivial histogram representing an equipartition if neither a histogram is
available nor can it be computed.
Obviously, caching histograms in the federation layer is a compromise between efficient
access as well as availability and the actuality of statistics on data. However, for our
intended application scenario – data analysis in heterogeneous databases – this approach
seems to be practical.
In the following subsection we describe the usage of histograms for supporting result cardinality limitation techniques introduced in Section 3. In particular we discuss
the calculation of estimations for intermediate result cardinalities and distributions as
implemented in the F RAQL query processor.
4.1 Using Histograms for Estimating Stop Cardinalities
In Section 3 we have identified cardinality estimation as an important task for parameterizing the stop operator, if only an unsafe placement is possible. For this purpose
histograms are very helpful. Based on histograms of the base relations, the distribution
and cardinality of the intermediate results after applying the particular operators of the
query plan can be estimated by the global query optimizer. Finally, the limit parameter for the stop operator can be derived according to equation (1). This approach is
implemented in F RAQL system by means of the following three steps:
1. Traversing the operator tree top-down, all attributes are determined for which histograms are needed, i.e., attributes referenced in expressions of join or selection
conditions for example.
2. For each operator node the attribute value distribution in form of the histogram, the
cardinality of the result set as well as the selectivity of the operator are calculated.
This is performed bottom-up for all attributes identified in Step 1.
3. The limit parameter for the stop operator is calculated using equation (1).
Fig. 1 illustrates these steps for the operator tree of the query:

SELECT *
FROM customers c, insurances i, accounts a
WHERE c.cust_id = i.cust_id AND
c.cust_id = a.account_no AND
a.balance > 6000
LIMIT FIRST 10 PERCENT;

N

stop

card(PAll )
hist7 (cust id)
./
hist6 (account no)

stop

Lstop

balance>6000
sel(balance

> 6000)

hist5 (cust id)

./

customers c

accounts a
insurances i

hist3 (account no)
hist4 (balance)

hist1 (cust id) hist2 (cust id)

Figure 1. Histogram estimation for a LIMIT FIRST-query

Assuming that coincided histograms are available for the attributes c.cust id and
i.cust id (denoted as hist1 (cust id) and hist2 (cust id) ) of the base relations the
buckets of the histogram hist5 (cust id) for the join c ./ i can be calculated using the
following formula[SS94]:

c(j )  bucketi (j )
8j = 1 : : : B : bucketc./i(j ) = bucketmax(
d ;d )

c i
Here, dc and di are the numbers of distinct values present in the join column from c or
i respectively. If the histograms do not coincide a preceding normalization step has to
be performed.
For the selection operator on relation accounts the histogram can only be derived indirectly by calculating the selectivity of the operator. According to the formulas presented in [PSC84] we can estimate the selectivity sel for the expression balance > 6000. Let selc be the estimated selectivity of comparison attr  c for

 = f<; >; ; ; =g. Since

sel>c = 1 selc and
selc = sel<c + sel=c
we have only to estimate sel<c and sel=c . In [PSC84] the following formulas are given
for the case where the value c is in the k -th bucket:
k 1 + 1=3
sel<c =
B+1
1
=3
sel=c =
B+1
Based on these formulas the selectivity of the expression can be computed using the histogram of a.balance. This value is used to adjust the histogram for a.account no
(denoted as hist6 (account no) ) by reducing the height of each bucket assuming independence of the attributes:

8j = 1 : : : B : bucket(j ) bucket(j )  sel>6000

(

)

Next, the histogram hist7 (cust id) for c ./ i ./ a is calculated as shown above,
whereas the stop operator is ignored for the moment. The cardinality of the final result
set at the root of the operator tree is equal to the sum of the heights of all buckets of this
histogram:

card =

X bucket(j)
B

j =1

Finally, the limit parameter for the stop operator is calculated. This requires firstly estimating the percentage of the cardinality of the whole relation. This value then can be
inserted as parameter n in equation (1).
A special treatment is required for histograms of relations containing attributes
which are transformed by applying so-called mapping functions [SCS00] as part of
the view definition. Because the mapping is implemented as a special query operator in
the query plan the involved histogram also has to be mapped. A straightforward solution
is to apply the mapping function to each bucket boundary value.
4.2 Using Histograms for Sampling
In this section the use of histograms to support the sample operation is discussed. As
shown in section 3 there is a need to apply a weighted sampling algorithm to overcome
data skew and problems with join sampling. Calculating these weights requires knowledge regarding frequencies of the distinct values which can be provided by histograms.
The following example query computes a random sample of size 1,000 of the join
between the relations customers and insurances.
SELECT *
FROM customers c, insurances i
WHERE c.cust_id = i.cust_id
LIMIT SAMPLE 1000

In order to improve the performance the sample operator has to be moved towards
the leaves in the operator tree. One strategy, the group sample mentioned above, is
introduced in [CMN99]. Figure 2 shows how we support this strategy with histograms.

GS

./

1000

group-sample
join

wr-sample
customers

insurances
hist2 (cust id)

Figure 2. Histogram estimation for a LIMIT SAMPLE-query

We want to sample the join of customers and insurances on the attribute
cust id. According to the group-sample strategy we therefore need frequency information about the distinct values of cust id in relation insurances as provided by
a histogram. A weight ! t of a tuple t of the relation c is calculated as follows:

()
!(t) = card(Pall )  sel=t:cust id (i):

()

sel=t:cust id i denotes the selectivity of the value in relation i and is computed by
the statistical data in the histogram for the column insurances.cust id. So the
first step of the group-sample strategy is accomplished. The second step is performed
in the group-sample-join operator, whose output is a sample of the join of the relations
customers and insurances.
5 Evaluation
The main focus of the following empirical evaluation is not on the possible performance gains, because these depend strongly on the characteristics of the involved data
sources. Instead, we evaluate the quality of estimations and results, which rely on statistical information contained in histograms as previously described. For this purpose
the following schema is used:
db#1: customers (cust id, income)
insurances (insurance id, cust id)
db#2: accounts (account id, account no, balance)

Database db#1 consists of two relations customers and insurances. It stores
information about 250,000 customers, each one having one, two or no insurances with

the average of one. No special distribution describes the attribute cust id, but there
is a foreign key constraint from insurances to customers. The second database
db#2 to be integrated to a global view consists of a table of about 325,000 accounts.
The attribute account no matches to customers.cust id and for about 57% of
all customers at least one account can be found. The balances are normally distributed
with a mean of 10,000 and a standard deviation of 5,000. For all involved attributes
equi-height histograms consisting of 10 buckets are calculated.
The example query executed on this constellation leads to the access plan shown
in table 1. Here, x in step 7 stands for the requested cardinality in percent. Because in
the average case there exists one insurance per customer, the cardinality of the index
scan in step 2 is approximately the same as the number of tuples in customers. The
Step (i)
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Operator(Opi )
Cardinality(card(Opi ))
x
Select
 L = card(Pall ) 
100
Join results from Step 4 and 5
see section 4.1
Table access [accounts]
card(accounts)
Stop Lsub
 Lsub
Join [customers] and [insurances]  card(customers)
using index on [insurances]
Unique index range scan
 card(customers)
[Primary key of insurances]  card(insurances)
Table access [customers]
card(customers)
Table 1. Access plan: verification of cardinality estimation

limit Lsub for the subplan depends on the choice of the percentage of data sets to be
retrieved. It is calculated with support of the histogram. To verify, whether this calculation step leads to a correct limitation, the desired and the actual generated result sizes
for estimated Lsub , computed as illustrated in section 4.1, are compared in Fig. 3(a).
The number of tuples of the exact calculated percentage is compared with the number
of tuples retrieved using the estimation techniques in Fig. 3(b). It can be seen that the
histogram supported estimation leads to a result size which is near to the requested cardinality. The difference increases with higher limit values. For the considered query,
the number of retrieved tuples is underestimated in all cases, so that at least the desired
cardinality is provided.
The quality of the sample operation is verified by testing, whether the existing data
distributions are maintained or not. For this test a sample of 1,000 tuples of the joined
relations customers and insurances is generated. The access plan is shown in
table 2. The methodology of at first generating a weighted sample and applying the
modified join operation on the result is described in detail in [CMN99] as streamsample strategy. The attribute income is in the base relation [customers] approximately normally distributed with a mean of 5,000 and a standard deviation of 1,000.
Using a goodness-of-fit 2 statistic we test the hypothesis that this distribution is mainand n2
tuples. Let
tained by the join operation on a sample of n1
the level of significance be
: and the test intervals A1
1
; A2
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Figure 3. Evaluation results
Step (i)
5
4
3

Operator(Opi )
Select
Join
Weighted sample with replacement of [customers]
Weights are frequencies from Step 2
2
Histogram access (frequency of cust id [insurances]
1
Table access [customers]
Table 2. Access plan: verification of maintaining of distribution

(1000; 2000); ;

= (9000; ]

   A10
1 . Further, let freqj be the observed frequency of a
value of the sample in interval j and pj the theoretical expected count. Then, the value
of the test function
v=

1

X10 freq2

n j=1 pj

j

n

(2)

calculates to 8.69 in the case of the sample size n1 and to 6.31 in the case of 1000 data
sets to be retrieved. Because the value of the x1
fractile of the distribution 2 k
2

: is larger than these values, we cannot reject the hypothesis that
the original distribution is maintained. Consequently, sampling constitutes an adequate
way to reduce the data for analysis purposes.

1) = (9) = 16 92
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